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Abstract: Since histogram-based methods are formed by some simple diﬀerences, they are very desirable for deinterleaving. However, their main imperfection concerns recognizing complex pulse repetition interval (PRI) patterns like jittered
and staggered ones. In this paper, we present new thresholds to detect jittered and staggered PRI from histogram-based
methods even in complex circumstances such as noisy time of arrival (TOA), complex PRI patterns, and large missing
pulses. Simulation results demonstrate that our method can detect and extract constant, jittered, and staggered PRI
correctly. Moreover, the method is proved to be considerably robust and reliable at a missing pulses rate up to 30%.
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1. Introduction
Radars are considered the enemy’s eyes and have an important role in gathering information. In order to
increase their performance to detect moving targets or to be invisible for electronic warfare (EW) systems,
radars change pulse width (PW), radio frequency (RF), and pulse repetition interval (PRI) even from pulse to
pulse. Therefore, detection of such radars in a dense environment with complex signals is very complicated.
EW is a military action that employs electromagnetic energy radiated by radars for surveillance, and
electronic attack in some cases.
EW has classically been divided into three major classes: electronic support (ES, also called ESM),
electronic attack (EA, or alternatively named electronic counter measures (ECMs)) and electronic protect (EP,
as well as being entitled as electronic counter countermeasures (ECCM)). The main function of ES systems is
to receive, measure, and deinterleave pulses, and then identify alternative threat emitters. EA systems are used
to interfere with the operation of radars and EP systems are employed to protect one’s own systems against an
enemy’s electronic attacks [1].
Unlike the radar receivers having complete knowledge about what they should receive, an EW receiver is
not aware of the enemy’s radar signals. Therefore, it has a passive antenna with a wideband receiver to ensure
that all targets are covered. When each pulse is received, five parameters are usually measured and saved as
pulse description/descriptor word (PDW): PW, RF, pulse amplitude (PA), angle of arrival (AOA), and TOA
[2]. They are sent to the main processor to be classified and deinterleaved. This step should be performed with
high accuracy and speed to obviate EW requirements for fast decisions and actions. Moreover, a large number
of missing pulses are encountered due to the presence of low probability of intercept (LPI) radars [2,3], the
existence of obstacles to receive signals, and overlapping pulses. Thus, the algorithms for deinterleaving should
not fail in the presence of a high rate of missing pulses.
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Deinterleaving algorithms are divided into two categories: single parametric [4–18] and multiple parametric [19–23]. In multiple-parameter algorithms, two or more parameters are used for deinterleaving, while
in single-parameter ones, only one parameter is utilized. Among all pulse parameters mentioned above, TOA
is of considerable interest since it leads to a key derived parameter called PRI, which represents the diﬀerence
of sequential TOAs of the received pulses [19]. Thus, methods that use TOA for deinterleaving have been the
focus of many studies. In the work by Mardia et al. [6], a histogram-based method was proposed based on
accumulation called cumulative diﬀerentials (CDIF). This method is a discrete method and uses diﬀerences to
form diﬀerential histograms. Milojevic et al. [7] tried to decrease the computational cost of the CDIF algorithm
by extracting PRIs in each diﬀerence level. Thus, the modified version was proposed as the sequential diﬀerentials (SDIF). In the research by Orsi et al. [8], an FFT-based method was proposed to extract pulse repetition
frequency (PRF = 1/PRI). Rather than trying to deinterleave a received interleaved pulse train directly, this
method focuses solely on determining the number of pulse trains present and the frequency of each pulse train.
In the work by Perkins and Coat [9], the nonlinear problem of pulse train deinterleaving is mapped into that of
line detection in a plane. The image processing technique known as Hough transform is then applied. Yujun et
al. [10] proposed straightforward SDIF-based PRI estimation. The approach uses only simple operations like
addition and comparison to calculate the SDIF and peak-value-detection to obtain possible PRIs. Nishiguchi
et al. [18] proposed a method called modified PRI transform that is a nonlinear integral transform. It retains
the peaks corresponding to PRIs and completely suppresses the peaks of the subharmonics.
Among all techniques that use TOA for deinterleaving, histogram-based methods are very common
because they are reliable and since they are formed by some simple diﬀerences they are easy to implement.
However, their main drawback is that the traditional thresholds cannot detect complex PRI patterns [24].
In this paper, we introduce new thresholds to extract complex PRI patterns like jittered and staggered
PRIs from histogram-based methods. Simulation results prove that the proposed method outperforms the
existing algorithms even in complex and dense environments with high rates of noise and missing pulses.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 are shown the main PRI patterns. Section 3
introduces the proposed method. The analysis and results of the simulations are discussed in Section 4. Finally,
Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. PRI patterns
There are three basic PRIs: constant, stagger, and jitter. Constant PRI means the peak variations in PRI
values are less than about 1% of the mean PRI [19]. The times of arrival in this sequence are
tj = (j − 1) τs + tφ ; j = 1, . . . , N,

(1)

where τs is PRI and tφ is the reference time or phase.
Jittered PRI has large intentional PRI variations up to about 30% of the mean PRI with uniform
distribution:
tj = (j − 1) τc ± ατc + tφ ; j = 1, . . . , N,
(2)
where tj and τc denote TOA and the mean PRI, respectively. α is the deviation factor.
Staggered PRI uses two or more PRIs selected in a fixed sequence [19]. The sequence has M pulse gaps,
T1 , . . . , TM repeated in M-count cycle: T j+M = Tj . The times of arrival are
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t1 = tφ
tj = tj−1 + Tj ; j = 2, . . . , N

(3)

3. Proposed method
In order to extract PRIs from histograms, we propose two thresholds that are utilized simultaneously. The first
threshold is adaptive and extracts constant and staggered PRIs and the second one is applied to reveal the
jittered PRIs.
The proposed method is completed through four steps that will subsequently be discussed in detail.
3.1. Diﬀerential histogram forming
Let N interleaved pulses be recorded as [10]
ti ≡ {t1 , t2 , . . . , tN }

(4)

where ti denotes TOA of the i th pulse and tj > ti > 0 ∀ j > i > 0 .
All TOA diﬀerences from ti up to c adjacent pulses are computed:
∆t = tc+i − ti ; i = 1, . . . , N − c

(5)

tc+i − ti > P RI max

(6)

where c increments by one until

Later, the i th pulse is ignored and the process continues with other TOAs.
The time vector in a histogram is divided into K sections (also called bins):
τ i =τ1 , . . . ,τK

(7)

Bin’s width is computed by
b=

P RI max −P RI min
,
K

(8)

where P RI max P RI max and P RI min P RI max denote maximum and minimum values of acceptable PRI, respectively. K is a constant indicating the number of bins.
P RI min , P RI max , and K are predefined values. Finally, each ∆t is placed into an appropriate bin
(τ1 , . . . , τK ).
3.2. Adaptive thresholding
In order to extract PRIs in a histogram of diﬀerences, a threshold is required. If the level of the threshold is
high, it will reduce the probability of correct detection. In contrast, a low level will lead to a higher false alarm
rate.
The main idea in the proposed method for thresholding is to control the required level adaptively. In order
to prevent the receiver from saturation by a large number of false alarms, some search radars employ constant
false alarm rate (CFAR). A histogram of diﬀerences can be modelled as received signal and noise in CFAR
3829
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radars. In this histogram, each bin containing true PRIs is considered a true signal and the rest of the bins (not
carrying any PRI) are taken as noise. The assumption of uniform distribution gives good approximation for the
evaluation of the noise component [18]. Among all CFAR techniques, e.g., cell-averaging CFAR (CA-CFAR),
greatest of CFAR (GO-CFAR), and smallest of CFAR (SO-CFAR), CA-CFAR reveals the best performance in
homogeneous environments, specifically when considering noise (with uniform distribution) in the histogram
[25]. In CA-CFAR, an adaptive threshold for each bin (cell under test (CUT)) is derived by calculating the
mean value of the adjacent cells (reference cells) and multiplying it by a constant. Note that cells immediately
adjacent to the CUT, called guard cells, are excluded from the average [25]. Guard cells are used for separating
the CUT from the reference area in order to prevent true PRI from falsifying false adjacent bins made by noisy
TOA.
Therefore, the idea of adaptive threshold is driven using the following two steps:
1. calculate the mean value of each bin (averaging process):
i− G
2

∑

M (i) =

i+ m
2

R (j) +

j=i− m
2

∑

R(j)

j=i+ G
2

2(m − G)

; i = 1, . . . , k − x,

(9)

where R and m denote the bin’s value and number of reference cells, respectively, and G is the number
of guard cells. If x contains both guard and reference cells (x = m + G) , to extract all stagger levels
correctly, x is derived by
x
x
(i + ) − (i − ) = x = 2f /b
(10)
2
2
f is minimum PRI that is accepted for staggered radar and b is the bin’s width.
Thus, M is the mean value of xbins around the ith bin (CUT).
2. Compute the adaptive threshold as follows [25]:
T (i) = hM (i)

(11)

T denotes the adaptive threshold and h is the threshold multiplier, obtained by
( −1
)
h = m pfma − 1

(12)

where m is the number of reference cells and pf a is the probability of a false alarm.
3.3. Constant and staggered PRIs extraction
After applying the threshold, the bins exceeding the threshold are considered valid PRIs. To specify whether
they are constant or staggered, the following scale is used:
Si =
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where Tw and τi denote the last TOA and candidate PRI, respectively. By this scale, we can distinguish
constant PRIs from staggered ones. For example, if there exists staggered radar with M levels, the bins
indicating these levels will have magnitude equal
{

(T w /Ts )
M

, where Ts = T1 + . . . + TM . Therefore,

τi = constant P RI | R (i) > (1/2)Si
τ i = staggered P RI | R (i) < (1/2)Si

(14)

where R(i) is the magnitude of the i th bin.
Since jittered PRI and histogram noise have the same distribution (uniform), jittered PRI behaves like
noise and the adaptive threshold cannot detect it. Thus, another threshold needs to be used to detect the PRI
of jittered radars.
3.4. Second threshold
After detecting/extracting constant and staggered PRIs, their corresponding bins are removed. Accordingly,
only jittered radars will reside in the histogram. Another threshold is then needed to detect jittered PRIs. Bin
magnitude related to jittered PRI is
Ac
; −ατc < τ < +ατc
w

(15)

Tw b
; −ατc < τ < +ατc
2ατc2

(16)

Aτ =
where Ac =

Tw
τc

and w =

2ατc
b ;

thus,

Aτ =

Since the adaptive threshold has more flatness compared to bin magnitude (because of cell averaging) and
decreases the rate of false alarms, the second threshold is applied on the adaptive one. Therefore, the second
threshold should have the same oﬀset:
(
γ (i) = h

Tw b
2ατi2

)
; i = 1, . . . , K

(17)

h is threshold multiplier used in the adaptive threshold. The flowchart of the proposed method is depicted in
Figure 1.
4. Simulation and analysis
There are many algorithms to deinterleave repetitive pulse trains. Nevertheless, the SDIF algorithm [7] and
FFT-based method [8] are very common. Other methods have some disadvantages such as being time consuming
[12], unreliable in the presence of noise [14], and not suitable for today’s harsh circumstances.
In order to compare the performance of the proposed method against these algorithms, the results of the
simulation experiments are presented. Note that the FFT-based method detects the PRF of each pulse train.
Simulation results of this method are presented in the frequency domain.
In this section, we will investigate complicated scenarios such as existing noisy TOAs, staggered and
jittered PRI, missing pulses, and mixed signals.
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Figure 1. The flowchart of proposed method.

For SDIF, an optimal detection threshold function is derived as [10]
p (τ ) = γ (N − c) e−τ /ϑB

(18)

where N is the total number of pulses, B is the total number of bins, and c is the diﬀerence level, while γ and
ϑ are experientially determined constants. In our simulations, we set (γϑ) = (0.9,0.4).
Moreover, for the proposed method in all simulations, the probability of a false alarm and number of
reference cells and guard cells are 0.1, 8, and 2, respectively.
4.1. Noisy TOA
Because of quantization error in A/D, signal detection threshold in the receiver, etc., the TOA is not recorded
exactly at the expected time. This is called noisy TOA. TOA noise is regarded as zero-mean, white, Gaussian
noise. Let us assume that there exist three radars with constant PRIs (P RI 1 = 1633, P RI 2 = 1703, P RI 3 =
1925 µ s). By increasing the standard deviation up to 0.6% of main PRIs, the SDIF algorithm experiences a
problem in detecting PRI, while the FFT-based and the proposed method have succeeded. It is obvious that the
noisy TOA causes the magnitude of true PRI spread through some of the adjacent bins. Therefore, employing
guard cells in the proposed method eliminates the side eﬀect of these adjacent bins in adaptive thresholding
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Standard dev.

0.4%

PRIs

P RI 1 P RI 2 P RI 3 P RI 1 P RI 2 P RI 3 P RI 1 P RI 2 P RI 3 P RI 1 P RI 2 P RI 3

Detection ability

Table 1. Detection ability vs. standard deviation of TOA in diﬀerent algorithms.
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√
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×

×

×

×

×

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

and improves the rate of correct detection of PRIs in histogram-based methods. Table 1 shows the detection
ability vs. standard deviation in diﬀerent methods.
4.2. Staggered PRI
In order to eliminate blind speed eﬀect in moving target indicator (MTI) radars or to become invisible for an
enemy’s EW systems, radars may use several PRI levels (staggered PRI) instead of one level (i.e. constant
PRI). In staggered radars, the PRI is swept periodically from the first up to the last level.
For simulation, suppose there is a staggered PRI with four levels (0.51, 0.62, 0.75, 0.88 ms). Figure 2a
shows that the peaks for staggered levels lie below the threshold and the SDIF threshold is not able to correctly
detect them. Only the peak related to Ts and some of the harmonics that do not carry enough information
about all levels are detected, because there is no prior knowledge about the number of radars and their types.
Figure 2b proves that the FFT-based method is not able to detect more than one peak corresponding to
1/T s .
Since we use adaptive threshold in our method, all stagger levels are detected correctly even when a large
number of levels exist. Figure 3 illustrates how the proposed method outperforms the other methods to extract
staggered PRI.
4.3. Jittered PRI
In jitter mode, the time between successive pulses is allowed to vary in a totally random manner. Thus, jittered
PRI is one of the most complicated patterns. Suppose we have three jittered PRIs (1720, 2140, 2510 µ s) with
10% deviation. Figures 4 and 5 demonstrate the algorithms’ eﬃciency versus jittered PRI. Figure 4a shows
these radars with SDIF threshold. In the SDIF algorithm, all these PRIs get under the threshold and cannot
be detected. In fact, SDIF cannot detect jittered PRI with deviation value larger than 10%.
The FFT-based algorithm can deal with jittered radar even with large deviation (Figure 4b).
When using the proposed method, jittered PRIs reside below the adaptive threshold. That is why the
second threshold is utilized to detect them (Figure 5). The second threshold is applied on the adaptive one,
because the adaptive threshold is smoother than bin values. All jittered PRIs are detected correctly since the
adaptive threshold is taken as the reference (see Figure 5).
Figure 6 shows the eﬃciency of the SDIF, FFT-based, and proposed methods versus diﬀerent deviation
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Figure 2. Failure of a. SDIF algorithm, b. FFT-based algorithm in the presence of staggered PR.

Figure 3. Success of the proposed method in the presence of staggered PRI.

rates of jittered PRI. When the deviation is more than 20%, the FFT-based algorithm acts better than the
rest because by increasing the jitter rate the data belonging to the jitter PRI are spread more in adjacent bins
around the central PRI’s bin and the recognizing rate will be decreased. The probability of detection is obtained
by calculating the number of correct detections in 100 Monte Carlo trials.
4.4. Missing pulses
Because of the existence of LPI radars, receiver’s limitations, overlapping pulses, etc., there are some missing
pulses. In a dense environment with modern radars, this eﬀect is higher. In this section, we will discuss this in
detail.
3834
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Figure 4. a. Failure of the SDIF algorithm, b. success of the FFT-based algorithm, in the presence of jittered PRI.

Figure 5. Success of the proposed method in the presence
of jittered PRI.

Figure 6. Comparison of the eﬃciencies of SDIF, FFTbased, and proposed method when the rate of deviation of
jitter in TOA varies from 1% up to 30%.

The FFT-based algorithm is extremely sensitive to missing pulses and its eﬃciency drops to nearly zero
for a missing pulse rate up to 5%. Histogram-based methods such as SDIF and our proposed method are alike
in low missing pulse rate. However, by increasing this rate, the eﬃciency of SDIF decreases rapidly while the
proposed method resists up to a missing pulses rate of 30%. That is because by increasing missing pulses, bin
magnitudes related to the PRIs in the histogram diminish and the SDIF method cannot detect them. However,
3835
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our method tracks noise level and it can extract peaks even at higher missing pulses rates. Figure 7 demonstrates
a comparison among the probability of detection of algorithms with diﬀerent missing pulse rates.

Figure 7. Comparison of the eﬃciencies of SDIF, FFT-based, and proposed method when the rate of missing pulses
changes from 1% up to 30%.

4.5. Mixed signals
Now we are ready to simulate the real environment with all cases discussed earlier. Suppose the environment
contains radars listed in Table 2. Also suppose that there are 5000 pulses (N = 5000) and the missing pulses
rate is increased up to 30%.
Table 2. PRI specifications of radars in mixed signals case.

PRI values
2672 µs
5% µs± 1533
µs (893, 977, 1085)

PRI types
Constant
Jittered
Staggered

Radar number 1
Radar number 2
Radar number 3

As can be seen in Figure 8a, SDIF could detect only constant PRI while staggered and jittered PRIs are
not detected, since the corresponding bins are below the threshold.
Furthermore, we discussed in the section before that the FFT-based algorithm’s accuracy drops to nearly
zero at 30% missing pulses rate. Thus, it could not detect any PRIs (Figure 8b). The proposed method has
great accuracy (see Figure 9), where constant and staggered PRIs are detected by the adaptive threshold and
jittered PRI is extracted with the second threshold.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a new method to separate interleaved pulse trains and detect/extract the
PRIs in dense environments with high noise and missing pulses rates. The main idea of our method was to
employ an adaptive threshold to extract constant and staggered PRIs and a second threshold to extract jittered
ones. Simulation results have shown that the proposed method outperforms the other methods in a complex
environment even in the presence of a high noise level and missing pulse rates.
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Figure 8. Failure of the a. SDIF algorithm, b. FFT-based algorithm, in the presence of mixed pulses.

Figure 9. Success of the proposed method in the presence of mixed pulses.
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